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Reg. No. 5,500,123 

Registered Jun. 26, 2018 

Int. Cl.: 9

Trademark

Principal Register 

Yeti Data, Inc.  (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
660 Palo Alto Ave.
Palo Alto, CALIFORNIA 943011349

CLASS 9: Computer software for advertising, marketing, and commercial transaction data
management and analytics

FIRST USE 5-1-2014; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2014

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY
PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR

SER. NO. 86-438,556, FILED 10-29-2014
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We use cookies on our website to support technical features that enhance your user experience. We also use analytics.

x

EUIPO - eSearch https://euipo.europa.eu/eSearch/#details/trademarks/017736083

4 of 4 6/11/2020, 5:09 PM
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Reg. No. 5,510,650 

Registered Jul. 10, 2018 

Int. Cl.: 9

Trademark

Principal Register 

Yeti Data, Inc.  (DELAWARE CORPORATION)
660 Palo Alto Ave.
Palo Alto, CALIFORNIA 943011349

CLASS 9: Computer software for advertising, marketing, and commercial transaction data
management and analytics

FIRST USE 5-1-2014; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2014

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY
PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the following apart from the mark as shown:
"DATA"

SER. NO. 86-438,582, FILED 10-29-2014
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NEXTPREVIOUS |

Concatenate more than two strings:

select concat(s1, s2, s3)

from table1;

+--------------------+

| CONCAT(S1, S2, S3) |

|--------------------|

| yeti               |

| NULL               |

+--------------------+

Use the “||” concatenation operator instead of the function:

select 'This ' || 'is ' || 'another ' || 'concatenation ' || 'techniqu

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

| 'THIS ' || 'IS ' || 'ANOTHER ' || 'CONCATENATION ' || 'TECHNIQUE.' 

|--------------------------------------------------------------------

| This is another concatenation technique.                           

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

CONCAT , || — Snowflake Documentation https://docs.snowflake.com/en/sql-reference/functions/concat.html

3 of 4 6/19/2020, 9:54 AM
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CONCAT , || — Snowflake Documentation https://docs.snowflake.com/en/sql-reference/functions/concat.html

4 of 4 6/19/2020, 9:54 AM
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Snowflake crystalizes partner relationships with shared channels | The Official Slack Blog

https://slackhq.com/snowflake-crystalizes-relationships-shared-channels[6/18/2020 10:51:35 PM]

S

By Devon Maloney January 15, 2020

nowflake, a cloud data platform based in San Mateo, California, centers its

business around streamlining so its customers can thrive with data

warehousing, data tools and the cloud all on one platform.

To be successful, the startup needs to effectively collaborate internally and

externally on everything from IT support to vendor relationships. To do this,

Snowflake has turned to Slack. It uses more than 150 shared channels—a feature

that connects two separate organizations in the same Slack workspace so they can

share messages, tools and files to get things done, sidestepping email entirely.

“Having the ability to message an external vendor via Slack
provides next-level support. The run-around you usually
have to go through via email does not exist when you use
shared channels.”

Marisa Guarino 
IT systems engineer at Snowflake
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Strengthening partner and vendor relationships
through shared channels
At first, Snowflake used multi-channel or single-channel guest access on Slack to

work with external partners such as data analytics software companies Looker and

Luma, regularly leveraging those data platforms and customer networks. But

external partners’ guest access allowed limited access to Snowflake’s Slack

workspace.

Over time, Snowflake found that it was collaborating so heavily with these partners

that bringing them in on a case-by-case basis was overloading its IT department.

“Those relationships are really the reason that we started using shared channels,”

says Marisa Guarino, an IT systems engineer at Snowflake. “It became such a to-

do for our IT team to have to individually guest-invite people. For example, there

are like 250 people from Looker in our shared channel now. Shared channels allow

us to talk to our partners on that scale.”
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Shared channels also help Snowflake maximize relationships with vendors it uses

for internal services, such as incident response platform PagerDuty. By bringing

communication into shared channels, Snowflake was able to go from one

engineering team collaborating with PagerDuty to much wider internal use of the

software.

“With shared channels, we can talk with PagerDuty directly, asking everything from,

‘Can your product do this?’ to ‘Do we need more licenses?’ ” says Guarino. “Having

the ability to message an external vendor via Slack provides next-level support.

The run-around you usually have to go through via email does not exist when you

use shared channels.”

According to Guarino, shared channels have become essential to the way IT

functions at Snowflake. “Every time I start working with an external vendor, I’m like,

‘We need to use Slack shared channels because I am so tired of sending emails,’ ”

says Guarino. “It lets us have collaborative conversations without having a million

emails sent back and forth.”

Making IT support and knowledge bases accessible
with YetiBot

Create your first shared channel today
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YetiBot, a custom Slack bot created by Snowflake, helps employees engage with

IT support and access a robust internal knowledge base. It acts like a chat-based

concierge for technical assistance, personnel queries and more.

“YetiBot has become our little one-stop shop for any questions people might have,”

says Guarino. “Something as onerous as opening an IT ticket can be as simple as

just talking to the bot and saying, ‘I need help.’ ”

A Snowflake employee can also ask YetiBot to query one of the company’s various

databases. For example, an employee can ask who someone is or where they sit,

and YetiBot will consult the company’s identity and access management platform

Okta or its workplace operations platform SpaceIQ to bring back that information.

Using MoveWorks‘ machine-learning artificial intelligence, YetiBot helps

Snowflake’s teams navigate the company’s infrastructure, ticketing processes, help

wikis and more.
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“Before, we didn’t really have a ticketing process,” says Guarino. “Then we decided

to start using [digital transformation platform] ServiceNow. But expecting people to

go from nothing to ServiceNow is kind of like teaching a child about shapes and

then expecting them to architect a 50-story skyscraper. YetiBot really helped with

that transition.”

Transforming internal feedback with Workflow
Builder in Slack
Snowflake’s IT team also programmed a new automation in Slack using Workflow

Builder that prompts employees at the end of their interaction with an IT support

person to react with a  emoji. When they do, they’re privately messaged a

survey—called a “surfvey”—through which they can rate their experience and offer

feedback on their own time, without having to switch contexts. That information is
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then fed into a private customer satisfaction channel, allowing managers to easily

view their direct reports’ progress over time.

“You can move beyond just communication and productivity
and towards creating internal programs and
interdepartmental collaboration, all in Slack.”

Marisa Guarino 
IT systems engineer at Snowflake

“The IT team doesn’t spend enough time shouting from the rooftops about how well

we’re doing, and a lot of our innovations sort of just go unseen and unheard,” says

Guarino. “Slack makes things like surveys a fun, easy and personalized

experience, without taxing the user. It’s really nice to be able to get that feedback

instantaneously.”

Guarino also says it’s the success of workflows like the “surfvey” that has made

Slack a critical component of how Snowflake does business.

“To me, the value of Slack really comes from the cultural buy-in,” she says. “Once

you take down that first barrier, you open the floodgates for companywide adoption.

You can move beyond just communication and productivity and towards creating

internal programs and interdepartmental collaboration, all in Slack.”
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Opening up: Leadership trends for the post-lockdown workplace
Executives from Culture Amp, IAG and Slack share strategies for adapting to a profoundly
different working environment
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Stay updated with Slack by signing up for our
newsletter

View Slack's Privacy Policy.

 

3 ways to strengthen client relationships in Slack channels
How Crema, IQ Accountants and Spark 64 are creating more opportunities for collaboration
with clients

Your email address
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Rochelle D. Alpert 
Partner 
+1.415.442.1326 
rochelle.alpert@morganlewis.com   

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP 
One Market 
Spear Street Tower 
San Francisco, CA  94105-1596  +1.415.442.1000 
United States  +1.415.442.1001 
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June 19, 2020 

VIA EMAIL  (CW.LIEDTKE@ACUMINIS.BIZ)  

Christian Liedtke 
Acuminis LP 
3420 Bristol Sheet, 6th Floor 
Costa Mesa CA 92626 
 
Re: Response to Yeti Data’s Purported Claims of Trademark Infringement and Unfair 

Competition               

Dear Mr. Liedtke: 

 
Your June 11, 2020 letter to Frank Slootman at Snowflake, Inc. (“Snowflake”) on behalf of Yeti 
Data, Inc. (“Yeti Data”) has been referred to Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP for response.  In the 
event there is a need for any further communications, please send your communications directly 
to me. 
 
Snowflake was quite surprised to receive your letter alleging trademark infringement and unfair 
competition claims against Snowflake.  After reviewing your client’s website and other public 
information about the present computer software offerings of Yeti Data, as further detailed 
below, Snowflake believes Yeti Data’s purported claims are without merit.   
 
To begin, your letter does not even acknowledge that Snowflake has long used Snowflake as a 
corporate name and trade name, as a domain name, and as a trademark, both registered and at 
common law, without any objection, or even inquiry, whatsoever from your client, Yeti Data.  
Indeed, Snowflake filed an application for SNOWFLAKE and its logo, before your client filed 
for the application for the federal registration you reference in your letter covering YETI 
SNOWFLAKE for computer software.  Your client did not object to the SNOWFLAKE and logo 
registration before issuance, and it has similarly not objected to numerous other SNOWFLAKE-
related trademark registrations that have issued to Snowflake in the United States and in other 
countries around the globe, including in Europe, since 2014.   
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Acuminis LP 
June 19, 2020 
Page 2 
 
 
 

 

Snowflake and its services have appeared and been profiled in literally thousands of articles in 
the technology and mainstream press; it is hard to understand how Yeti Data would not have 
taken action much sooner than now, if there were any viable grounds for Yeti Data’s claims of 
trademark infringement or unfair competition.  We can only surmise that your client’s letter was 
prompted not because of any legitimate perceived issue, but by recent press reports (on which we 
have no comment) inferring that Snowflake may be planning for an IPO.   
 
During Snowflake’s approximately six years of public use of its Snowflake names, domain 
names and/or marks for Snowflake’s highly regarded data warehousing and related services, 
Snowflake has not received inquiries about Yeti Data’s computer software, let alone encountered 
any actual confusion with Yeti Data or its computer software.  Revealingly, you provided no 
evidence in your letter of any actual confusion, so we can only assume your client has not 
experienced any genuine actual confusion either.    
 
That Snowflake has not encountered any confusion with your client, Yeti Data, is not surprising.  
Snowflake does not consider Yeti Data’s registered goods as competitive with, or even related to, 
the services of Snowflake.  The YETI SNOWFLAKE registration, as limited at the direction of 
the USPTO at the time of its registration, covers “computer software for advertising, marketing 
and commercial transaction data management and management analytics.”  As previously noted, 
Snowflake does not offer any computer software of this type, but only offers services related to 
Snowflake’s data warehousing services it has offered for over a half-dozen years. 
 
Lastly, your client’s own website appears to have not been substantively updated in a number of 
years suggesting the lack of any commercial viability of your client, particularly in recent years.  
The Yeti Data website’s lack of any posted privacy policy or terms and conditions whatsoever, 
let alone any statements that address the intricacies of the GDPR or California’s privacy laws, 
despite your client using a California address for its trademark registrations and seeking personal 
identifiable information on its website from visitors to the site, strongly calls into question your 
client’s position that it is an ongoing business.  Similar questions are raised by the fact that your 
client has failed to maintain its corporate status in Delaware and California for several years, 
further underscoring that your client is not, and literally cannot, be active in entering into any 
contracts for any goods or services.  
 
Simply stated, your letter provides no facts to support any claims your client supposedly has 
against Snowflake.  Instead, the public record demonstrates just the opposite — that your client 
has no viable claims and no legitimate use.    
 
Accordingly, Snowflake declines to take the actions you outlined in your letter.  Please 
understand, Snowflake believes it has viable grounds to cancel Yeti Data’s registrations and/or to  
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otherwise successfully defend against your client’s purported claims against Snowflake.  We 
trust that this letter will put an end to Yeti Data’s meritless claims against Snowflake. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Rochelle D. Alpert 
 
bcc:  John LaBarre 
          Pierre Keeley 
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